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AbstractTiltrotors can transform from helicopter configuration to a fixed wing airplane configuration. This allowsthem to have a broader flight envelope. The dynamics of tiltrotors change with flight condition and air-craft configuration. Therefore, amodel stitching technique based on quasi-Linear Parameter Varying (qLPV)framework is employed to develop a continuous full flight envelope flight dynamics model for the purposeof control system design and real time piloted simulation. A high order qLPV model is developed for XV-15where discrete linear state-space models are stitched together to provide a varying model dynamics andtrim characteristics over the complete flight envelope. The model is also coupled with engine dynamics,rotor speed governor, actuator dynamics and stability and control augmentation system (SCAS). Lastly, theqLPV model is implemented in FRAME-Sim, a fixed base rotorcraft flight simulation system.
NOMENCLATURE
A State matrix
B Control matrix
h Altitude
V Velocity
utrim, xtrim Trim control inputs and states
βGs , βGc Lateral and longitudinal rotor gimbal
βi Nacelle incidence angle
ρ(t) Scheduling parameter vector
δf Wing flap angle
Ω Rotor speed
τact Actuator time constant
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θ Aircraft pitch angle
θ0, θ1s , θ1c Collective pitch, longitudinal and lateralcyclic
θgov Rotor collective governor
1. INTRODUCTION
Tiltrotors have the ability to fly like a fixed wingairplane at higher cruise speed, range and alti-tude while keeping the possibility to fly helicopter’sS/VTOL tasks. This allows to have a broader flightenvelope compared to the flight envelope of con-ventional and compound helicopters, Figure 1 1. Thisadvantage of broad flight envelope shows that thetiltrotors represent a good solution to future civiltransportation requirements2,3.To improve design of future tiltrotor aircraft forcivil transportation systems, handling qualities needto be addressed at early design phase. Handlingqualities of aircraft are hardly quantifiable andtherefore, real time piloted simulations are key toassess the handling qualities through pilot feed-back. At the core of such piloted simulations lie ahigh fidelity flight dynamics model.The three distinct modes of flight in tiltrotor (he-licopter, conversion and airplane) make it particu-larly challenging to develop continuous full flight en-velope models for piloted simulations. The dynam-ics of a tiltrotor aircraft do not only change with the
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Figure 1: Tiltrotor operating flight envelope advan-tage 1.
flight condition but also with the aircraft configura-tion, and hence it is fitting to employ stitching tech-nique4 to model the flight dynamics of a tiltrotor forthe purpose of control system design and full flightenvelope piloted simulations. The model stitchingtechnique is an extension to quasi-Linear Param-eter Varying models5. The usage of qLPV stitchedmodels for tiltrotor offline simulation and controlsynthesis has been already proposed by Lawrenceet al.6 for the simulation of NASA’s LCTR2 (Large CivilTiltrotor, 2nd generation) within a limited flight en-velope in helicopter mode and by Berger et al.7 tosupport the control synthesis of a generic tiltrotoraircraft. In both cases, the linear state-space mod-els were dependant on two scheduling parameters:velocity V and nacelle incidence angle βi . Addition-ally, only a limited number of rotor elastic degreesof freedomwere used, neglecting the wing elasticitythat may play an important role in Rotorcraft PilotCoupling events8. Recently, a qLPV model for XV-15was developed using a four dimensional schedulingvector of parameters: altitude h, nacelle angle βi ,wing flap angle δf and velocity V for conversionma-neuver optimization9. This qLPV model did not in-clude engine-governor dynamics and hence lackedthrottle input.In the current study, engine-governor dynam-ics is added to the qLPV stitched model sched-uled with four dimensional parameter vector ρ =[
h βi δf V
]. The qLPV model is used in real-time in the FRAME-Sim rotorcraft flight simulation,currently being developed at the Department ofAerospace Science and Technology, Politecnico diMilano.The paper is organized as follows: first the linearstate-space models and corresponding trim dataare presented. Second, the development of qLPVmodel is described in detail. Next, the rotorcraftflight simulator FRAME-Sim is detailed. Lastly, a briefconclusion and plans for future research are pre-
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Figure 2: XV-15 linear state-space models and con-version corridor.
sented.
2. STATE-SPACE POINT MODELS
Simulation tool MASST (Modern AeroservoelasticState Space Tools), developed at Politecnico di Mi-lano 10,11, is used to generate a set of aeroelastic lin-ear state-space models and trim data. Rotor aeroe-lastic models in MASST are obtained from CAM-RAD/JA 12 using data published by Acree 13 for XV-15research aircraft with advanced technology blades(ATBs). The flexible airframe is included using aeroe-lastic NASTRAN model.Linear state-space models and trim data (statesand control inputs) are obtained at the discretepoints that span the entire conversion corridor, Fig-ure 2. Furthermore, each model is also obtained atfour wing flap positions (δf = [ 0 20 40 75 ]deg.) and at two altitudes (h = [ 0 10000 ] ft.) toobtain a four dimensional grid of linear state-spacemodels and trim data.
2.1. State-Space Formulation
The state-spacemodels contain 91 states comprisedof:
• Rigid body states (9)
• Wing bending 1st mode (2)
• Three blade bending modes in multi-blade co-ordinates (one collective and two cyclic) foreach rotor (36)
• Two blade torsionalmodes inmulti-blade coor-dinates (one collective and two cyclic) for eachrotor (24)
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• Two gimbal states in multi-blade coordinates(two cyclic) for each rotor (8)
• Three inflow states (average, cosine and sine)for each rotor, based on the classical Pitt Petersmodel 14 (6)
• Engine dynamics: Rotor speed, differential ro-tor speed and engine speed perturbation andtheir integral (azimuth perturbation) (6).
And has 11 inputs:
• Collective pitch θ0 for each rotor (2)
• Lateral and longitudinal cyclic pitch (θ1c , θ1s )for each rotor (4)
• Aerodynamic control surface deflections (δf ,
δe , δr , δa) (4)
• Engine throttle δt (1).
The model has a very high fidelity of the flightmechanics bandwidth and a reasonable represen-tation of the elements that give the most significantcontribution to structural loads. It is sufficiently de-tailed to be used for design and verification of con-trol systems and for the prediction of potential RPCproblems8.
2.2. Trim Data
The linear state-space models are obtained thoughthe linearization and time-invariant approximationof nonlinear time-periodic CAMRAD/JA model 10,12 atassigned trim flight conditions.The trim flight conditions are composed of se-lected points, placed regularly on 4-dimensionalparameter space [h × βi × δf × V ]. The rotor rpmis scheduled with speed of the aircraft. At higherspeeds (V ≥ 200 kts), the rotor RPM is reducedfrom 601 to 480.8.Trim states and controls at sea level and fixedwing flap angles (δf = 40◦ for βi = 90◦, 75◦,
δf = 20
◦ for βi = 60◦, 30◦ and δf = 0◦ for
βi = 0
◦) are shown in Figure 3, including longitu-dinal controls (left plot), aircraft pitch attitude, andlongitudinal and lateral rotor gimbal (right plot). Asexpected, trim collective θ0 and longitudinal cyclic
θ1s at high nacelle angles (βi ≥ 75◦) follow a trendsimilar to that of a conventional helicopter. Belowminimum power required speed, trim collective de-creases with airspeed, and above it, it starts to in-crease with airspeed to overcome drag. Further-more, at low nacelle angles, the trim collective con-tributes towards the generation of thrust requiredto keep the increasing forward speed of the aircraftconstant.
Trim Longitudinal cyclic θ1s move backwards tocompensate for decreasing pitch attitude of the air-craft (top-right plot) at all nacelle angles. Symmet-ric longitudinal cyclic is used to trim the aircraft for
βi > 0 and is phased out in airplane mode. Simi-larly, elevator deflection δe decreases (trailing edgeup) with increasing speed to trim the increasinglypitch down attitude of the aircraft.Trim pitch attitude θ decreases with increasingspeed for all the nacelle angles. However, at a givenspeed, the pitch attitude increases with decreasingnacelle incidence angle because more lift is gener-ated by the wings than the rotors in these configu-rations. Furthermore, at lower nacelle angles (spe-cially in airplane mode βi = 0◦), the slope of pitchattitude flattens out with speed. Lastly, Figure 3 alsoshow the trim longitudinal and lateral gimbal an-gles.
2.3. Rotor Speed Governor
A rotor speed governor is implemented to main-tain a constant rotor angular speed. The beta-governor 15, shown in Figure 4, is a proportional-integral (PI) controller, Eq. 1, that operates on thefeedback of rotor speed error (in rad/sec) and out-puts the desired changes of the blade collectivepitch to maintain a desired rotor speed. Propor-tional and integral gains are scheduled with nacelleangle and are listed in Table 1. In helicopter mode,the governor collective pitch input is added to col-lective pitch coming from pilot stick. As the aircraftchanges from helicopter to airplane mode, collec-tive pitch from stick input is phased out.
(1) θgov = Ki
∫
(Ω−Ωref) dt +Kp (Ω−Ωref)
Table 1: Governor PI gains.
Nacelle angle
βi [deg.] Kp Ki90 0.0524 0.175 0.0436 0.160 0.0439 0.130 0.0174 0.1
0 0 0.1, V ≤ 180 kts0.5, V > 180 kts
It is observed that the engine dynamics cou-pled with governor dynamics affects the longitudi-nal phugoidmode of the aircraft. Figure 5 shows thelongitudinal phugoid mode damping for various air-craft configurations as function of aircraft speed at
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Figure 3: Trim longitudinal control inputs, pitch attitude and rotor gimbal, at sea level and assigned flapangles.
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Figure 4: Beta-governor block diagram.
different governor integral gains. Additionally, longi-tudinal phugoid damping for model without engine
dynamics (i.e., with constant rotor speed Ω) is alsoshown in Figure 5. In helicopter mode, the damp-ing increases with the addition of engine dynamicsand the governor. However, at lower nacelle angles,phugoid damping decreases when engine dynamicscoupled with governor is added to themodel. More-over, the damping increases with speed at high na-celle angles both with and without engine dynam-ics. At a given nacelle angle, the governor integralgain must be bounded between a minimum and amaximum value with respect to velocity, otherwisethe longitudinal phugoid will become unstable. For
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Figure 5: XV-15 Longitudinal phugoid damping (SCAS off).
example, at βi = 75◦ phugoid mode is unstable for
Ki = 0.01 at speeds above 80 knots. For βi = 60◦and βi = 30◦, the aircraft is unstable at all the veloc-ities for Ki = 0.5. Lastly, in airplane mode βi = 0◦,the phugoid mode is unstable for high Ki at low-ers speeds (V < 200 kts) and for low Ki at higherspeeds.
2.4. Eigenvalues
Rigid body eigenmodes of linear state-space modelof XV-15 obtained from MASST are presented in Ta-ble 2. Results of MASST models with and withoutengine-governor dynamics are listed in the table. Inaddition, eigenvalues are compared with the dataobtained from various references. These referencemodels include a flightlab model of XV-15 16, a math-
ematical model of the Bell Model 301 tiltrotor re-search aircraft 17 and a model obtained form XV-15flight data using frequency based system identifi-cation approach 18. Overall the comparison is rea-sonable with published data. Some observations onthe comparison are presented in the following para-graphs.In helicopter mode during hover, XV-15 MASSTmodels with and without engine dynamics are iden-tical. A reasonable match between the eigenval-ues of MASST model and Flightlab model is ob-served. However, the identified model 18 from flightdata show higher frequencies in pitch-heave subsi-dence, longitudinal phugoid and dutch roll mode.At V = 120 kts in helicopter mode, the eigenmodesof MASST models compare well with the Flightlabmodel and the Bell model 301mathematical model.
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Table 2: Comparison of eigenvalues of XV-15model.
Helicopter Mode
βi = 90
◦, Hover
δf = 40
◦
Helicopter Mode
βi = 90
◦, 120 kts
δf = 40
◦
Conversion Mode
βi = 60
◦, 120 kts
δf = 40
◦
Conversion Mode
βi = 30
◦, 140 kts
δf = 40
◦
Airplane Mode
βi = 0
◦, 260 kts
δf = 0
◦
Short period -0.65, -0.218
a, b
-0.68, 0.143 c-1.32, -0.105 e
-1.07± 2.61j a-1.19± 2.65j b-1.41± 2.79j c-1.44± 2.98j d
-1.27± 1.153j a-1.31± 1.855j b-1.29± 2.5j c-1.31± 2.539j d
-1.17± 1.41j a-1.28± 1.98j b-1.26± 2.29j d
-2.01± 2.73j a-1.97± 2.65j b-2.20± 4.59j c-2.24± 3.54j d
Longitudinal Phugoid 0.14± 0.39j
a, b
0.15± 0.42j c0.268± 0.513j e
-0.092± 0.022j a-0.083± 0.096j b-0.054± 0.076j c-0.034± 0.12j d
-0.082± 0.261j a-0.099± 0.248j b-0.077± 0.173j c-0.073± 0.261j d
-0.062± 0.245j a-0.2025± 0.261j b-0.136± 0.283j d
-0.021± 0.114j a-0.2± 0.207j b-0.17± 0.17j c-0.012± 0.139j d
Dutch roll 0.040± 0.21j
a, b
0.006± 0.31j c0.18± 0.406j e
-0.15± 1.01j a, b-0.24± 1.34j c-0.31± 1.33j d
-0.145± 1.16j a, b-0.215± 1.41j c-0.204± 1.52j d
-0.245± 1.122j a, b-0.198± 1.583j d
-0.511± 2.159j a-0.509± 2.56j b-0.63± 2.82j c-0.492± 2.36j d
Spiral -0.061
a, b
0.136 c-0.102 e
-0.031 a, b-0.048 c-0.043 d
-0.074 a, b-0.06 c-0.042 d
-0.15 a, b-0.11 d
-0.083 a, b-0.075 c-0.071 d
Roll subsidence -0.792
a, b
-0.732 c-1.23 e
-1.59 a, b-1.37 c-1.67 d
-1.89 a, b-1.63c-1.64 d
-1.76 a, b-1.59 d
-1.54 a-1.52 b-1.41 c-1.75 d
a MASST model with engine dynamics with governorbMASST model without engine dynamicsc Flightlab model 16d Bell Model 301mathematical model 17e Identified model from flight test data 18
In conversion and airplane mode, all the eigen-modes have comparable frequencies except forlongitudinal phugoid mode. As mentioned earlierin section 2.3, the addition of engine and gover-nor dynamics to XV-15’s mathematical model re-duces the damping of longitudinal phugoid mode inconversion and airplane mode. The MASST modelwithout engine dynamics and Flightlab model havecomparable eigenvalues and higher phugoid modedamping, as both models assume an ideal rotorwith constant angular speed. On the other hand,MASST model with engine-governor dynamics andBell model 301mathematical model have compara-ble phugoid eigenvalues with lower damping.
3. quasi-LINEAR PARAMETER VARYING (qLPV)FLIGHT DYNAMICS MODEL
3.1. Theory
Linear state-space models that vary continuouslywith time varying scheduling parameters ρ (t) areknown as Linear Parameter Varying (LPV). The lin-ear state-space models and the corresponding trimstates and controls, obtained at the discrete trimpoints, are interpolated as function of the schedul-ing parameters. The definition of LPV model is5:
(2) x˙ (t) = A (ρ (t)) x (t) + B (ρ (t))u (t)
If a subset of scheduling parameters is also stateof the system, the model is called quasi-LPV (qLPV).Consider a state vector x (t) that is composed ofscheduling states z (t) and non-scheduling states
w (t), then the qLPV model is defined as:
(3) [
z˙ (t)
w˙ (t)
]
= A (ρ (t))
[
z (t)
w (t)
]
+B (ρ (t))u (t)
Scheduling parameter vector is composed ofscheduling states and exogenous scheduling vari-ables i.e., ρ(t) = [ z(t) ξ(t) ].To improve the quality of the model, the modelstitching technique was proposed by Tischler4,where the qLPV model is combined with rigid bodynonlinear equations of motion and nonlinear grav-itational force equations to obtain a continuousflight dynamics stitched model that is valid for theentire flight envelope.
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3.2. XV-15 qLPV Model
The two key components of a quasi-Linear Pa-rameter Varying stitched model are the lookup ta-bles of discrete linear state-space models and therigid body nonlinear equations of motion combinedwith the nonlinear gravitational forces. The qLPVmodel for XV-15 is developed by scheduling thelinear state-space models with a four dimensionalscheduling parameter ρ (t) = [ h βi δf V ].The model structure of qLPV model for XV- 15 isshown in Figure 6. The scheduling parameters h and
V , are dependent upon the states of the system
(V = √u2 + w2 and h˙ = u sin θ − w cos θ). Thisendogenous dependency of scheduling parametervector on the state of the system may result in anonlinear feedback through the state-space matri-ces and is referred to as quasi-LPV.Firstly, the states and the corresponding lin-ear state-space matrices are decomposed into sixdegrees-of-freedom rigid body states and higher or-der states. These discrete linear state-space mod-els (trim states, trim control inputs and linear state-space matrices) obtained by MASST are subse-quently interpolated as function of scheduling pa-rameter vector ρ (t) = [ h βi δf V ]. The in-terpolated trim states and control inputs are thensubtracted from the current states and control in-puts to obtain perturbation in states and control in-puts, such that,:
(4) ∆x = x− xtr im (ρ (t))
∆u = u− utr im (ρ (t))
if the simulation starts at one of the discretetrimmed operating points, then these perturba-tions are zero. These perturbations are then mul-tiplied with the interpolated linear state-space ma-trices. Multiplication of these perturbations withrigid body stability and control derivatives andmassmatrix result in perturbed aerodynamic forcesand moments. Furthermore, multiplication of stateand control perturbations with higher order state-space matrices provide higher order state accel-erations. The perturbed aerodynamic forces andmoments are combined with the nonlinear grav-itational forces and are used to obtain the rigidbody state derivatives through nonlinear equationsof motion. Rigid body state derivatives along withhigher order state derivatives are integrated to ob-tain the current states. Three of the states u, w , θ,are used to obtain the current value of schedulingparameters velocity V and altitude h, as mentionedearlier.It should be noted that filtered velocity Vf i lteredwith cutoff frequency ωf = 0.2rad/s is used to in-
terpolate the stability and control derivatives to re-tain accurate dynamic response at the discrete op-erating points by ensuring constant derivative val-ues for short term motion. It is also important tomention here that the Coriolis terms (Zq = Zq −
utr im q etc.) and linearized gravity terms are re-moved form the state matrixA (ρ (t)) of the MASSTmodel since they are added as nonlinear termsin the equations of motion and gravitational forceequations, respectively. Lastly, control derivativesassociated with wing flap δf are set to zero as δfis one of the scheduling parameters and the effectof wing flap is preserved implicitly in the model bythe variation in trim states and controls.
3.3. Actuator Dynamics
A first order actuator dynamic model, Eq. 5, is im-plemented. Time constants for actuators and corre-sponding saturation limits 19 are presented in Table3.
(5) Gact (s) = 1
τacts + 1
Furthermore, two different constant nacelle an-gle conversion rates are considered i.e., β˙ = 3 deg/sfor nacelle angles greater than 75◦ and β˙ = 8 deg/sfor nacelle angles less than 75◦.
3.4. Stability and Control AugmentationSystem (SCAS)
To achieve level 1 handling qualities, SCAS systemis adapted from Ref 17,20 and is integrated with theqLPV model of XV-15. The SCAS commands for pitchand roll axes come from rate feedback to augmentthe aircraft damping, attitude feedback for attituderetention and pilot stick input feed forward. For yawaxis, the SCAS command comes only as a combi-nation of rate feedback and pilot pedal input feed-forward.
3.5. Time Response Analysis
qLPV stitched model of XV-15 is validated by com-paring SCAS off time responses with the time re-sponses presented in the existing literature. As anexample, Figures 7-9 show the time histories ofpitch rate q and pitch angle θ, when a longitudinalstick input is applied to XV-15 in helicopter mode,airplane mode and conversion mode with βi =
60◦. Figures 7-8 show the comparison of time histo-ries with NASA’S generic tilt-rotor simulation (GTRS)model21. Figure 9 shows the comparison of time his-tories in conversion mode with flightlab model of
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Figure 6: qLPV stitchedmodel structure for XV-15 (adapted from Ref.4).
Table 3: Actuator time constant and saturation limits.
Actuator Type Control TimeConstant τact [s]
SaturationLimit [deg.] PositiveDeflectionRotorControls Collective θ0 0.040 [-5 49] UpLongitudinal cyclic θ1s [-10 10] ForwardLateral cyclic θ1c [-10 10] RightAerodynamicSurfaces Flap δf 0.500 [0 75] Trailing edge downElevator δe 0.077 [-20 20] Trailing edge downAileron δa [-13.8 23.8] Right trailing edge downRudder δr [-20 20] Right
XV-15 16. A reasonable comparison and agreement isobserved between qLPV model and GTRS and FXV-15 (Flightlab XV-15) model. Gearing ratio for longitu-
dinal stick to elevator ∂δe∂Xcol = 4.735 deg/in is usedinstead of 4.16 deg/in (original value used in GTRSand Flightlab model), and hence the slight differ-ence in the longitudinal responses of qLPV modeland GTRS and flightlab model of XV-15.
4. REAL TIME FLIGHT SIMULATION
The design of rotorcraft is a difficult task that re-quires to take into account numerous, often con-flicting constraints and requirements. During theearly phases of the conceptual and preliminary de-sign phases of a novel machine, the natural ten-dency of a designer is to take decisions based on
a limited set of objectives using personal and com-pany experience to guide the process. This ap-proach can lead often to non-optimal machine, andin some cases to problems that are often high-lighted only during the flight test phase with largeassociated costs for the required fixes22. This prob-lem may be particularly important when new dis-ruptive configurations are designed. To take into ac-count the design aspects related to flight and han-dling qualities of the aircraft to be designed, it isnecessary to give a pilot the possibility to test the ca-pability of the aircraft. In fact, the most natural wayto assess the performance of a design-stage virtualprototype is through pilot-in-the-loop flight simula-tion. Additionally, this type of simulation could beperformed to support the certification process of anew aircraft.
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Figure 7: Time history correlation of SCAS OFF pitch response in helicopter mode at 0 kts.
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Figure 8: Time history correlation of SCAS OFF pitch response in airplane Mode at 175 kts.
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Figure 9: Time history correlation of SCAS OFF pitch response in conversion mode (βi = 600) at 120 kts.
4.1. FRAME-SIM Flight Simulator
The FRAME-Sim rotorcraft flight simulation system,currently under development at the Departmentof Aerospace Science and Technology, Politecnicodi Milano, was developed with these objectivesin mind23,24. Consequently, a low-cost COTS-basedflight simulator with the capability to be easily cus-tomized and modified, both from the hardware andthe software point of view has been developed.
A fixed-base setup is chosen for the simulatorhardware. Since the focus of the research activ-ity will be given to flight quality prediction of newrotorcraft designs and the users are expected tobe highly trained test pilots, motion feedback wasdeemed unnecessary.The hardware is composed of the following ele-ments:
1. Visual system: composed of a spherical pro-jection screen and two HD-projectors, whose
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emitted light is reflected onto two sphericalmirrors to cover the full screen area.
2. Glass cockpit: comprises of two 20′′ touch-screen LCD monitors and up to four 20′′ stan-dard (non-touchscreen) LCD monitors that dis-play non-interactive flight instruments.
3. Control inceptors: to which force feedback isprovided through four brushless motors, thatare also responsible for the controls positionsensing.
In addition, it is possible to substitute the visualsystem and the glass cockpit with a Virtual Reality(VR) headset. The use of Virtual Reality (VR) head-sets are subject of increasing interest in flight sim-ulation research for their potential in offering ac-cess to highly immersive environments in a cost-effective way. Details on this configuration can befound in Daniele et al.25.The FRAME-Sim software is composed of severalmodules:
1. Flight dynamics module: a multibody modelof the aircraft is simulated exploiting the real-time capabilities of MBDyn, a multibody soft-ware. In the current research, flight dynamicsmodule is based on qLPV stitchedmodel and isimplemented in Matlab®/Simulink®.
2. Visual cueing module: the free, open sourcesoftware FlightGear is used to visualize the en-vironment.
3. Flight control system: both MBDyn-basedand Matlab®/Simulink®-based Flight ControlSystem (FCS) models can be integrated in thesimulation.
4. Control inceptors input: depending on thespecific requirements of the simulation task, ei-ther the input from the brushless motors’ en-coder or joystick input through Human Inter-face Device (HID) module can be employed.
4.2. Real-Time Implementation of qLPV model
qLPV stitched model of XV-15 along with the actu-ator dynamics and stability and contorl augmenta-tion system is implemented in Matlab®/Simulink®.Simulation parameters are listed in Table 4. In or-der to shorten the run time, simulation was run inaccelerator mode of Simulink®.
Table 4: Simulation Parameters.
Integration type Fixed stepStep size 0.003 sSolver ode4 (Runge-Kutta)
4.2.1. Lookup Tables Implementation
The qLPV model architecture require linear state-space models and the trim data to be formatted asa regular rectangular grid. Rectangular grid is gen-erated by clipping and keeping the edge models,where state-space models and corresponding trimdata are not available (e.g., High speeds at high na-celle incidence angles and low speeds at low nacelleincidence angles). This resulted in 1160 linear state-space models.Trim states and controls are linearly interpo-lated using the Prelookup and Interpolation usingPrelookup blocks. State and control matrices are in-terpolated linearly in the same manner, however,instead of interpolating each element of A and Bmatrices, only those elements are interpolated thatshow notable variation with scheduling parame-ters.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the development of a high or-der quasi-Linear Parameter Varying (qLPV) stitchedmodel for XV-15 for the purpose of real-time pilotedsimulation. The linear state-space models and thecorresponding trim data are scheduled using fourdimensional lookup tables: altitude, nacelle angle,wing flap deflection and aircraft velocity. Additionalmodules of actuator dynamics and stability andcontrol augmentation system (SCAS) are also incor-porated in the qLPV based flight dynamics model.A proportional-integral (PI) based rotor speedgovernor is implemented to maintain a constant ro-tor speed. The PI gains are scheduled with nacelleincidence angle and aircraft velocity.The paper also presented the details of FRAME-Sim, a fixed base rotorcraft flight simulation systemto simulate tiltrotors using the q-LPV model pre-sented here.In the future, research will focus on the effects ofnumber of scheduling parameters and number ofstates on the computational efficiency of qLPVmod-els. Moreover, multivariate simplex B-spline polyno-mials will be developed to accurately and efficientlyinterpolate between the linear state-space modelsand corresponding trim data. Future work will alsoextend to the development of robust nonlinear con-trol synthesis for qLPV systems and effective control
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allocation techniques for tiltrotor aircraft.
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